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Abstract 
Food safety is vital to the well-being of society; therefore, it 
is important to inspect food products to ensure minimal 
health risks are present. The presence of certain species of 
insects, especially storage beetles, is a reliable indicator of 
possible contamination during storage and food processing. 
However, the current approach of identifying species by 
visual examination of insect fragments is rather subjective 
and time-consuming. To aid this inspection process, we 
have developed in collaboration with FDA food analysts 
some image analysis-based machine intelligence to achieve 
species identification with up to 90% accuracy. The current 
project is a continuation of this development effort. Here we 
present an image analysis environment that allows practical 
deployment of the machine intelligence on computers with 
limited processing power and memory. Using this 
environment, users can prepare input sets by selecting 
images for analysis, and inspect these images through the 
integrated panning and zooming capabilities. After species 
analysis, the results panel allows the user to compare the 
analyzed images with reference images of the proposed 
species. Further additions to this environment should 
include a log of previously analyzed images, and eventually 
extend to interaction with a central cloud repository of 
images through a web-based interface. 

Background  
Food sourcing has become increasingly global in recent 
years. This greater distance between source and endpoint 
has increased transportation and storage times, leading to a 
higher risk of contamination before food products reach 
consumers. Thus, food inspection has grown in importance 
for enforcing food safety regulations. A common indicator 
of contamination acquired during processing and storage is 
the presence of storage insects (Olsen et al. 2001). 

 The current inspection process used throughout the 
industry involves manual examination by analysts (Olsen 
et al. 1996), and is subjective and time-consuming. In order 
to standardize, streamline, and automate the contaminant 
identification process, the authors have proposed the use of 
image analysis (Gonzalez et al. 2009) and machine 
learning (Mohri et al. 2012) to mirror the current 
identification process. This paper is a follow-up to 
previous research by Park et al. (preprint), which can be 
accessed in the references. 
 This paper provides an overview of an image analysis 
environment for identifying beetle elytra, or hardened 
forewings, as well as an evaluation of the implementation 
technology. 

Implementation 
The image analysis environment was implemented in 
MATLAB. MATLAB was chosen as it is widely used for 
image processing and machine learning due to its function 
toolboxes for those areas. It also includes a Graphical User 
Interface Design Environment (GUIDE) tool that 
simplifies the process of constructing basic layouts of 
interface components. Although MATLAB is a 
commercial application, the MATLAB Compiler Runtime 
(MCR) library needed to run compiled MATLAB 
applications is free, making MATLAB an attractive 
solution for creating a deployable application.  
 The main screen of the environment is the Image 
Manager, which features an image preview area, a list of 
possible inputs in the current folder, and information about 
the selected image. A settings dialog is also present for the 
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user to change the number of subimages taken as well as 
the current neural network to use.  

Figure 1: Choosing Images for Analysis. 

Once the analysis is finished, the Analysis Report 
window appears. This window contains preview areas for 
the input and reference images, as well as the resulting 
species name and confidence level. As in the Image 
Manager window, the user can zoom and pan both images 
for better visual comparison and confirmation. Currently 
the program only returns the resulting species with the 
highest confidence level out of the 15 reference storage 
beetle species. Both limitations, i.e., the number of 
resulting candidates and the number of reference species 
included in the original model by Park et al., will be 
addressed in the future. Finally, the results can be printed 
out to an HTML log for later reference. 

Figure 2: Results of an Analysis. 

During implementation, the authors have overcome 
several performance challenges with MATLAB in its 
functionality and design. For example, compiled 
MATLAB applications can run only with the MCR of the 
same version as the compiler. Compiling MATLAB code 
with a different version may affect the program, as the 
implementation of functions might change between 
versions. The task of compiling MATLAB is further 
complicated by the absence of a toolbox dependency 
checker. Finally, the official documentation provides 
mostly rudimentary instructions for using GUIDE and 
MATLAB Compiler, forcing the developer to the 
unofficial forums for most common problems. 

While MATLAB presents a few challenges, especially 
with its user interface and compiler tools, its strengths in 

image processing and machine learning make it 
competitive at this stage. 

Conclusion
This paper presents an image analysis environment to 
streamline routine food contaminant identification. It is 
easy to use, standardized, and reproducible. By reducing 
the manpower and time costs of inspection, this program 
aids in increasing processing capacity. Its analysis is faster 
than current manual inspection.  
 In the future, this program can be enhanced in several 
ways, such as allowing multiple result windows to be open 
at once; being able to identify hairs, bird feathers, and 
other contaminants; and finally, porting the system to a 
web platform. 
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